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A PRAYER 
FOR VESTRY

Holy God, we thank you for our Parish of St. Anselm's, for its

witness and ministry in your name to our neighbourhoods of UBC,

the endowment lands, and West Point Grey. 

Hear us as we hold up before you the business of enabling your

kingdom in our midst, which will come before our annual Vestry. 

We give thanks for those offering themselves in leadership, for our

founders, and for all those who journey with us in this place. 

Enlighten our hearts and minds, our words and actions, with the

gift of your Holy Spirit, that together we may chart a course

forward in your name for the transformation of all people into

missional disciples of Christ.  

Strengthen us with your presence and blessing, for all we do, we

do to your glory, in Jesus' name.  Amen
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These resources were produced on 

the ancestral, cultural, traditional and unceded lands 

of the  xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam) people from time immemorial.
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PRE-VESTRY FINANCIAL MEETING
Non-Voting Agenda
February 20, 2022
 

1. Opening Prayer

2. Welcome and Outline of the Meeting

3. Remarks by the Treasurer

4. Budget for 2022

5. Questions and Answers

6. Adjournment

 

VESTRY MEETING
Voting Agenda
February 27, 2022
1. Opening Prayer

2. Welcome

3. Minutes of 2021 Annual Vestry Meeting

4. Reception of Reports

5. Appointment of Rector’s Warden for 2022

6. Report of the Returning Officers 

            a.Nominations

            b.Elections

            c.Lay Administrants

7. Signing Officers

8. Budget for 2022

9. Thanks

10. Adjournment

AGENDA
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Friends,

I ended my report, again, last year with a note of optimism. “I

cannot wait to see what gifts 2021 bring us as we continue to grow

deeper with God in the discipleship of Christ together,“ a sentiment

I still believe in even more today. Now this is not ungrounded hope

or escapism from the reality of our lives this year, 2021, to quote

Queen Elizabeth, is a “year on which I shall not look back on with

undiluted pleasure.” While The Queen was referencing her horrible

year of 1992, it does resonate with the experience of life in the

parish too. Our house might not have burnt down, as it did for the

Queen, but we experienced losses of many deeper realities. Our

hopes for a COVID-19 freedom were dashed with omicron, the

parish opened and then closed again, and our longed for desire to

embrace each other is still not possible. So why am I still so

optimistic? Because despite all of this, we lived into what it means

to be a community that can close a building, while also knowing

that we are so much more than a building. We are members of the

way of Jesus, which nothing can stop. 

While this year was a challenge, we made some important changes

that continue to pay dividends. Our newly installed livestream

system has opened the doors of our building to people all over the

world. People are catching a glimpse of what God is up to here,

and that spark is infectious. We also continued to meet online for

formation, and marked two very important moments together for the

first time this year. We honored, in June, National Indigenous

Peoples Month, by listening and learning from indigenous people.

We partnered with the Film Board of Canada to highlight

indigenous content creators.. We also took the first deep steps into

studying the history of the residential schools system, which the

Anglican Church was involved in, and the calls to action from the

Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada. We also honored

the season of creation over August, September and October, as we

learned about the diocesan climate justice motion, and how we

may take it on in our own lives and in this parish. Together in 2021,

we gathered for eight different formation opportunities- which is

incredible!
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Over the course of the year, we also continued our support for the

Westside Anglicans Neighborhood Ministry, Urban Aboriginal Ministry,

Primates World Relief and Development Fund, and the VGH

Chaplaincy. There were so many plans to grow in community with

them, but COVID-19 made that impossible. Plans are afoot for

something in 2022. With deep grief, our sister, Revd. Vivian Seegers,

gathering priest of the UAM died from COVID-19. Conversations are

ongoing with the UAM community about next steps, and I ask your

prayers for them in that work

In our wider diocesan family, I continue to sit on Diocesan Council for

our region, assisting the Bishop in the execution of their ministry as I

am asked, and working closely with our friends at Uhill United and the

other Anglican parishes of our region. I continue as co-chair of the

Westside Anglicans Neighbourhood Ministry, and am humbled by that

work. I have also been named as a member of the task force on

homelessness and poverty in the diocese, which will seek to establish

a strategic direction for the diocese to respond to this crisis in our

region.

Am I still as optimistic for 2022 as I was for 2020 and 2021?

Absolutely, and here is why. God is here, doing something new all

around us, and I'm not just saying that because of the tornado or the

atmospheric rivers which tore up our trees and flooded our basement

in November. From all our phone and zoom calls, prayers, waves and

greetings at the door of the church, or conversations at the office

window, I continue to see and hear a parish set aflame with the

power and passion of God's kingdom lived out in this place. And that

is something no pandemic can ever shut down. What will 2022 bring?

I have no idea. But what I do know is that God is not done with us yet,

in fact, I think God’s just starting to unveil what is possible here

Thanks Be To God! Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia!

Alex+

Vicar

A WORD FROM 
OUR VICAR
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Therefore go and make

disciples of all nations, 

baptizing them in the

name of the Father and

of the Son and of thHoly

Spirit.

 
Matthew 28:19



What a year 2021 was! Just like the rest of the world, 2021 was definitely a

rollercoaster ride. Of course, no one remembers how we used to get on

one, without a mask. With the gift of vaccines and all the hard-work put in

by our frontline warriors, 2021 began with a

bright glimmer of hope. A hope of being able to get together and do the

things we enjoy in each other’s company.

We were graced this year by Bishop John’s episcopal visit to St. Anselm’s!

Bishop John happily distributed the take-home lunch kits (with cooking

instructions) that the chefs at St. Anselm’s had put together.

This year, we saw the culmination of a 3-year long process of listening and

consultation when the Parish council requested the Vicar to ask the

Diocesan Bishop of New Westminster for permission to marry all peoples,

regardless of sexual orientation, according to the rites and customs of the

Anglican Church of Canada enacted in the Diocese of New Westminster.

The Bishop has approved our request effective April 30, 2021. Any two

people regardless of their

sexual orientation can now get married in our parish and this marks the

beginning of restorative love and reconciliation with the LGBTQ+

community.

Given our online worship service needs after rounds of negotiations and

endless number of hours on phone calls we were able to secure a high

speed internet connection for the church which pairs extremely well with

the newly installed camera system for live streaming. We also replaced the

outdated PCs to overhaul our IT infrastructure. This new live streaming

system along with new PCs streamlines the incredible work our Vicar Alex

and Kin had been doing behind the scenes to broadcast Sunday services

for us all. This also gives us an opportunity to ponder how we can increase

our reach in the wider community of God.

A lot of different essential construction tasks had to be undertaken this year

to maintain the upkeep of our ageing building. From roof-repairs to beam

replacement, we are incredibly grateful to our building committee and

other parishioners who contributed their time and talent.

A WORD FROM
OUR WARDENS
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The Strawberry Tea social was made possible because of a joint effort of the baker,

the berry pickers, the distributors and drivers! This year we had the absolute joy of

conducting the Salmon BBQ & More in person! As we recollect the memories of

that day, we are still amazed by the remarkable generosity of the people who

participated in this fundraising event and had a gala time alongside delicious

meals with sparkles of long overdue catch-up conversations. In all honesty, neither

of these events would have been possible without our amazing volunteers who

stepped up and helped the organizers with a smile.

2021 also came with its unique set of challenges. We were able to witness God’s

protective hands around our church when a tornado hit the UBC campus during the

first major storm of the

Fall season. It's God’s miracle that our building was unscathed by giant trees that

were uprooted and tossed around. A few weeks later, we were hit by the

atmospheric river that brought

devastation in the Fraser valley. The basement of the church was flooded and it

took a couple of days to finally remove the water given the low availability of

restoration and plumbing services.

The year 2021 was not a very gentle reminder of the climate emergency that we

are living in. It is high time to be responsible and take actions to protect our planet.

One small action at a time.

Unfortunately, this year we lost two of our long-time parishioners, Jay Dagan and

Shelagh Smith. We give thanks for their life and their contributions to building and

shaping the community at St. Anselm’s all these years.

It has been a pleasure to serve as your wardens for the past two years, and we

have made a decision to pass on the baton to others. Team-work, mutual-trust and

respect are the 3 basic and most important qualities that are essential to a social

group. Lack of trust and resistance to change impedes our ability to grow. We both

believe in actions being louder than words, and it is time we take a stand for what

is right, what is just because silence is complicity.

 

We give thanks to our Lord who gave us wisdom, strength and courage to work and

for each

one of you!

 

Mi Ho & Naman Paul

Rector & Peoples Warden. 
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OUR MINISTRIES 

Despite the continuing COVID-19 pandemic, the 2021 activities of the

Westside Anglicans Neighbourhood Ministry (WANM) were a cause for

celebration and thanks. ‘Celebration’ that our volunteers remained safe during

the year and ‘Thanks’ that we completed 13 years of continued service to

homeless and disenfranchised neighbours on Vancouver’s westside.

 At the beginning of the year, the continuing pandemic meant we could not

restart our indoor Mobile Care Unit (MCU) locations or host luncheon events at

Dunbar Apartments. However, following Diocesan safety protocols, street

outreach teams continued their weekly visits, making more than 1,500

connections in 2021, providing care packets, fresh food, seasonal clothing,

sleeping bags, tarps and other items for distribution. Each street outreach link

provided an opportunity to build trust, caring relationships and a chance to

connect people to other Neighbourhood Ministry programs, particularly the

MCU and its community partners.

 We applied for but did not receive the 2021 City of Vancouver Renter Services

Grant because of oversubscription of applications ($1M in grant requests, but

only $500k on offer). Instead, we received a $10K grant from the Union Gospel

Mission ($9K received in 2021, with a 1K balance to come in 2022). Monies

from this grant were designated to purchase a much-need laptop and client

information maintenance program (see 2021 Financials & 2022 Budget). We

also continue to communicate and connect with the City of Vancouver about

their housing strategy for the population we serve.

With approval from the Diocese, we restarted one of our MCU locations at St.

Augustine’s Marpole in April. Here, we offer medical services under the

leadership of Dr. Stephanie Chu and her team. The social services team of

WANM volunteers assists with housing applications, ID replacement, taxes,

immigration issues, rehab placement, transportation vouchers and lends

listening ears to those who want to talk. Due to the ongoing pandemic, the

MCU location at Kits Showers remains closed as of January 2022.

WESTSIDE ANGLICAN
NEIGHBOURHOOD MINISTRY
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In May, our program manager, Rev’d. Liz Hamel submitted her resignation,

which was regretfully received. Liz fully supports this ministry and remains on

the WANM Board as interim priest-in-charge at St. Helen’s. During that

month, a facilitated visioning retreat for Board members, headed by Rev’d.

Tellison Glover, director for ministry development, helped clarify program

goals and identify areas needing focus. 

In December, through our community-building program at Dunbar Supportive

Housing, 13 of our volunteers were able to bring cheer and companionship by

hosting a Christmas luncheon with turkey and all the trimmings at the facility.

We were thankful for the community spirit that was so evident at the event.

With thanksgiving for your contributions during this difficult year, the

parish of St. Anselm maintained this essential outreach ministry to the

homeless. Last year 240 packages were made and on an average 16 to 18

weekly contacts were made by the outdoor teams. Thanks to all who saw the

outdoor teams off on the Saturdays with boiled eggs, fresh bananas &

oranges or other soft fruits and a variety of sandwiches. A huge thank you to

Ruth, Heather, Marian, Kin and Rathnam for packaging and all our friends

across the parishes for their special support for this ministry.

We were gifted over the month of October to once again mark Homelessness

Action Month, under the theme "We are one body in the Light of Christ" .  The

Sanctuary was decorated in yellow ribbons of hope and joy.  Weekly

reflections from our ministry members Kin (Indoor team), Peg & Eric (Outdoor

team); Joan Stewart (Mobile care unit) and Bentia Yi (Angel program, while

studying in the School of social work, UBC) , focused on why they remain a

part of this Ministry.

Special thanks to Heather, Kin, Marian, Ruth, Edwin, Our brand new

outdoor team member, Dirk, Peg, Eric, Tim, Caroline, Mi, and Jill.

Being blessed by this our shared ministry, it was an honor to represent the

parish, at all the Board of Management (BoM) Meetings and participated in

decision making processes including the interviews for the hiring of a

Volunteer coordinator/manager to creating Vision & Mission statements for

the Ministry. I attended the WSANM BoM retreats conducted by Rev. Tellison

Glover as well as monthly meetings by West side Food Provides group and

attended series of 6 two & a half hour workshops given by the Union Gospel

Mission for equipping people for this ministry.

WESTSIDE ANGLICAN
NEIGHBOURHOOD MINISTRY
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A poem presented as part of Homelessness Action Month.

The Sixth Day

WESTSIDE ANGLICAN
NEIGHBOURHOOD MINISTRY
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My old friend 

Woke me today

Same as yesterday

Same as tomorrow.

“What’s for breakfast?”

As if I knew

Half a smoke 

Will have to do 

For now

Today we may get lucky

I say

A kind stranger 

May drop enough

For a whole pack!

My old friend quiets

For a moment.

Until tomorrow,

And tomorrow,

And tomorrow,

Somebody said.

The petty pace

Never outruns the dark

Stops the cold

Or quiets my old friend for long.

Serving our homeless and vulnerable neighbors provides an incredible

opportunity for each of us to feel gratitude, not just for the blessings we have,

but to each of those we serve for letting us into their lives. 

Please speak to Marian, Alex or I , if you feel that you are ready to take on

more hands on involvement in this ministry.

Respectfully submitted by Joan Stewart & Shirin Theophilus 

Co-Chair WANM Board of Management & Parish Liaison 

But … 

On the Sixth Day

New friends wake me

Their faces change

But not their names:

Warmth

Compassion

Dignity

He/She/They remind me

Who I Really Am.

Bearing gifts

Of Hope

Of Friendship

Of warm socks and PBJ

When my new friends come

My old friend is quiet for the whole day.

Today is good!

My old friend will be back tomorrow

And tomorrow,

And tomorrow.

But on the sixth day

Our new friends will return

And we will rest 

Again.

by Eric Pollins



WESTSIDE ANGLICAN
NEIGHBOURHOOD MINISTRY
FINANCES
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Other Reports from Our
Outreach Partners

VGH Chaplaincy

- Please see website or Vestry Email for the full

report from Chaplain Bryan Rivers

Urban Aboriginal Ministries

- The Urban Aboriginal Ministry offers support to

First Nations people and their loved ones,

providing space to reclaim and reconnect to

their ancestral teachings. They respond to calls

for practical needs such as food, furniture,

clothing and transport.

- After the untimely passing of Revd. Vivian

Seeger's from complications owning to COVID-

19, the ministry is in a period of discernment. We

continue to support, pray, and hold their

community as they figure their way out of this

immense loss.



During the past year, due to the COVID and it's variants, as well as the

need to follow the safety protocols, our team of pastoral visitors were

unable to visit and be with those who are home- bound. In spite of

having in-person services from September to the 19th of December , we

were not able to resume home visitations. We were able to maintain a

few contacts through weekly phone calls throughout the year.

Grateful thanks to Alex, our Vicar for his visitations to those who

needed support due to death in the family or due to major life

transitions. Thanks also to Heather who delivered flowers, poinsettias

and cards to those who are home-bound. Sadly we lost many of our

regular home -bound members, but many have joined the ranks of being

alone now, due to the pandemic. 

We give thanks to the life and ministry of Shelagh Smith who entered

her eternal rest in Christ on the 27th of December. Thanks to Heather,

Marian and Jill along with Shelagh who made up the ministry team and

were engaged in this ministry from it's inception.

If you feel called to this ministry, and would like to be in the phone rota

to keep in touch with people occasionally , please speak to Alex or

Shirin.

During this isolating times, we pray that “we need the miracle of God's

participation, we need the gift of patience, we need the grace of

perseverance...we need God's guidance, sustenance and help” ( C.

Ringma) to remain faithful to this ministry.
on behalf of the ministry
Shirin Theophilus

Jesus called his disciples

to him and said, 

“I have compassion 

for these people."

 
Mark 8:1-2

PASTORAL CARE
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2021 was a very challenging year for the ministry, owing to COVID-19. While

we tried to get together, it was difficult with all the variants. We pray 2022

will bring us renewed strength.

on behalf of the ministry,

Jumy Ogunsola

CHILDREN & 
FAMILY MINISTRY
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The majority of our year was online, due to Covid-19. Mi Ho acted as reader

for most of it, with thanks to Dirk, Heather and Doug's help at times. While

we were open briefly in the fall of 2021, we saw some new additions to the

readers, and look forward to 2022 building on that work.

READERS' GUILD

PRAYER MINISTRY
“The work of praying is prerequisite to all other work in the kingdom of God. By

prayer, we couple the prayers of heaven to our helplessness, the power which

can capture strongholds and make the impossible possible.” O. Hallesby

The year 2021 had been a very difficult and at times anxious year not only for

the parish family but for the entire world due to the COVID pandemic.

Individually the members of the prayer team had numerous challenging

situations in their own families. In their circles of friends, there were many

emergency situations, illnesses, deaths and grief. There were also occasions of

joy and celebrations requesting thanksgiving prayers. The Prayer Vigil team feel

blessed to accompany all in their prayer requests and pray that all shall find

strength and comfort to face all challenges and find shalom in their lives. 

Prayer requests are sent to the coordinator who disperse this confidential

information to the team members. We pray on all the prayer requests holding

them for healing and blessing to Jesus. In our personal prayer journey, we seek

guidance, comfort and patience to hold everyone and us in prayer. Our team

lost one of it's dear members at the same time are happy to receive a new

member. to our prayer team. 

Please consider joining the Prayer Ministry if you feel 'called' and speak to

Shirin or Rev. Alex. 

“With God all things are possible” Matthew 19:16

on behalf of the ministry

Shirin Theophilus
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INTERCESSORS GUILD
The Prayers of the People are composed by several parishioners of St.

Anselm's. Our role is as "Intercessors" is to help lead members of the

congregation in offering supplications and thanks to God each Sunday.

The prayers are composed weekly in advance by that week's intercessor

who invites the congregation to pray by offering the invitation, "Let us

pray." The intercessor then offers brief prayers usually for the church,

clergy, the world, leaders, those suffering in any way, and those who

have died. Each prayer is followed by a silence of around 20 seconds to

give the parishioners a short time in which to offer their own prayers

(silently or aloud).  After the last silence, the intercessor prays that the

Lord will hear the prayer with a plea such as "Lord, in your mercy," to

which the congregation replies, "Hear our prayer." Then the intercessor

ends the session with a short prayer of thanks and praise.

Currently we have only five intercessors: Shirin, Peg, Heather, Dirk, and

myself, and we would be very glad if anyone else would like to join us.

We and Rev. Alex would be happy to offer help to get you started. I

extend my thanks to our four current intercessors.

On behalf of the ministry,

Marian Slater 



In uncertain times, St. Anselm’s communications with our parishioners
continue to be regular and reassuring. We try to share the most current
information possible as situations change and evolve. Live streaming and
zoom have been added to our tool kit, further extending our reach into our
community.
 
Technology was used in new ways to keep our community active while our
building was closed to worship and other uses. YouTube, Zoom and
reimagined fundraising events were quickly mastered and the results were
“more than we could ask or imagine”. Our services and fundraisers have
developed with seamless integration to our website and emails, and a
completely new way to order and pay.

Weekly Emails are an important delivery method for the service bulletin,
music and other worship notes, and well as other parish news and
information. Thank you to Mi, Kin, Heather, and Rev. Alex for providing
bulletin and music weekly.

We sent weekly emails to over 100 parish subscribers last year, in addition
to special email blasts for events and adult ed support. Our open rate is
high, averaging about 50%. We continue to utilize our Canva subscription
service for in house Booklets and reports. We have over 300 facebook
followers from all over the world. Our YouTube channel has 51 subscribers
and we offer a live "Zoom Room" during the service. Our YouTube videos
have received over 5000 views.

Our website stanselms.ca is kept up to date with the latest events and
photos, with a prominent link to YouTube online worship and donate
button.

On behalf of the ministry, 
Peg Gabor 
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While 2020 was an unprecedented year, 2021 continued on

the same trajectory. Our church was off and on closed for the

year for in person worship, and yet the services continued and

the sanctuary always looked inviting. 

The Sanctuary Guild is indebted to Vicar Alex for ensuring that

the vessels and linens were set up and then cleaned for

services, week after week. While some members of the Guild

assisted at times, it was really Alex’s ongoing presence that

allowed this ministry to run so ably throughout the year.

The Sanctuary Guild is indebted to Heather Friesen and Shirin

Theophilus for the wonderful flower arrangements each week.

We are blessed with being able to adorn our sanctuary with

flowers from our church’s garden for much of the year. Our

Christmas display was splendid. We had the (mis)fortune to

have all of our boughs supplied by our cedar tree that felled

during the localized tornado that seemed to center over our

very own church. 

I would like to thank all the members of the Sanctuary Guild:

Anne Mervyn, Peg Gabor and Rosie Schipizky as well as

Heather and Shirin for the flowers. And a very big thank you to

Vicar Alex.

I would also like to thank everyone who donated to the work of

the guild throughout the year. Your donations go towards

flowers for our special services and to keeping the sanctuary

an uplifting space.

Submitted on behalf of the ministry,

Rosie Schipizky

St. Anselm's Vestry Report- 2
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A report maybe submitted at a later date
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PRAYER & PRAISE 
BIBLE STUDY

Here I am Lord, 

send me.
Isaiah 6:8
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On behalf of the ministry, 

Shirin Theophilus 

The year 2021 was one filled with many challenges in the lives of the

parish families, and hence on St. Anselm's Church itself. COVID-19 and it's

variants have changed our ordinary lives and the ways we do our various

ministries. Our hope of emerging from this situation had been dashed for

the year, although the church reopened with limited attendance. Although

we wanted to restart, we did not have consistent attendance. But Thanks

to our Vicar Alex & Rector's warden Mi who were always at the door to

warmly welcome everyone. Kin was diligent in arranging the welcome

table and handing out the bulletins. 

We are very saddened knowing Pat Cowen, a very out-going and friendly

'greeter' had to step down due to her ill health. We thank God for her

caring ministry and pray that she be a blessing for others in her care

home. 

We are blessed to welcome many new members who found a 'home' in St.

Anselm's and we also regret that we are not able to extend our welcome

into our socializing time of Coffee hour to enable us to know them better.

Due to the shutting down of in person service on Christmas Eve, our

busiest time, we missed having that sense of celebration and thanksgiving

that we feel during the Holy season.

I extend my thanks to Marian, Kin , Jill, Heather, Mi and Ruth who are

members of the New Member ministry. Please speak to Alex or Shirin if you

feel called to this ministry. The New Member ministry aims to create

“rhythm of allowing freedom and encouraging participation' by which all

can be enriched, supported and loved and at the same time our ministry

members feel blessed and enriched to be a part of this ministry. 
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NEW MEMBER MINISTRYYou are the light 

of the world.
Matthew 5:14.
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At the end of the last year, I called 2020 the year of transition for St. Anselm's.
This is no less true for the year 2021. The change of going back to in-person
services music finally happened. As a result, profound changes also happened in
the music ministry.

First, the online virtual sing-along came to an end. Since it was not designed to
be a formal choir practice session but an online space providing the St. Anselm
congregation with a place to gather, socialize and sing with fellow community
members, the return of in-person worship and singing meant that it was no
longer needed. 

Second, the return of in-person worship was also accompanied by an overhaul in
the church’s audio recording and streaming system. The church leaders together
decided streaming is still necessary not only because of the ongoing pandemic
but also because of the convenience and broader reach brought by streaming.
Considering that the previous sound system offered sub-par quality when
streaming online, we urgently needed to upgrade the sound system. The upgrade
includes two new mics, with one installed at the front of the church near the
piano and one at the middle of the church near the organ, and one master
mixer. Alex and I did also contemplate purchasing an electric keyboard to
diversify instrument options and provide better musical services if outside
services become an option. However, the plan did not come to fruition since
such a keyboard is not immediately needed.

Third, a new chapter of cooperation with third-party musicians has begun at St.
Anselm's. As the music director, I am always on the lookout for talented
musicians so that I may invite them to either accompany special services or
events to enhance our liturgical experiences, or offer concerts to provide us with
easier access to amazing concerts. This year we established a relationship with
Erica Binder, an experienced trumpeter holding degrees in both music and
business. Having her at the post-Remembrance Day Sunday service was a
delight. Moreover, Erica’s business skills and ability to rally other musicians mean
that this valuable connection will undoubtedly help our music ministry to grow
further down the line by having even more young musicians partake in our
events. Besides Erica, I am also in contact with Maggie Li, a talented young
composer who also holds music and business degrees from UBC. It will be very
possible that in the future we can commission pieces of music tailored to our
community, which will certainly diversify and ameliorate our musical services.
Together with Alex and other church leaders, I look forward to building a healthy
ecosystem that brings together young musical talents from UBC and our
amazing community, creating a win-win situation for both sides.

The year 2021 was no easier than 2020. Nevertheless, the return of in-person
worship and the forging of new relationships with outside musical talents show
that our music ministry is slowly but surely re-establishing itself. The musical
services at St. Anselm's will only become better and better.

Here is to another year of music-making at St. Anselm's.

Sam Zhai

MUSIC MINISTRY 



BUILDING COMMITTEE 

Rot in North ½ of “A”, West End of
Sanctuary, etc. etc:

Work was completed by Mack
Kirk early in /21.  They did an
amazing job to provide support
for the rotted beam (lots of
pictures). The work included a
new surface for the rear wall of
the sanctuary c/w improved
electrical wiring, painting of the
panels along both sides of the
sanctuary and repairs to the
leaking roof at the east end of
the sanctuary and in the NE
corner of the Narthex.
Mack Kirk subbed out the
removal of the old boiler.Doug
then cleaned the room, Kin and
Doug filled the hole with
concrete, and Doug then
painted the floor.
Total cost, including Consultant
fees: $ 140,326.  Note:$5000 of
this total was paid in 2020, to
the Consultant..

Work done in 2021 included:
 
Building Replacement of Roofs over Office

and South wing of Sanctuary:
Chisolm Roofing won this
contract, and did an excellent
job, in June, for $45,109.

Heating:
Malburg replaced the old Tekmar
system with a new Tekmar setup,
adding one control for the
“stage” area in the sanctuary. 
 Cost was $ 5,024

Emergency Generator: 
In late October, in advance of a
predicted heavy storm, the
inverter/generator (purchased in
2020) was installed on the roof
just west of the chimney and an
extension cord was run to the
sump pump area. It was used
successfully in the rain during the
power outage. The unit is
wrapped in a tarp for now. More
suitable housing for it is needed.
Cost was covered in 2020

Organ: 
Brian Thompson did more work on
the organ and speakers (one had
not been connected!). Doug
painted the speaker boxes and
Heather installed the new speaker
fabric before they were lifted into
place and connected to the
organ again. Sound is much
improved. Coast was $1437.

Doug Chivers, David Sims and Kin Ho have, despite Covid, continued to
make or manage repairs and improvements to the property.  
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Basement Flood:
 An “Atmospheric River” caused
a 6” flood in the basement.
Insurance claim. Sump
discharge was redirected from
forest to storm sewer. Replaced
one sump pump and redirected
discharge to storm sewer. Cost
was $4150

Sound System:
Sound system was modified by
David to better integrate into
streaming. We now have two
microphones. One is to pick up
the piano, the other the organ
and congregation singing. David
also contributed an additional
mixer. Cost of microphones and
cables was about $500.
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Rainwater leak under inside basement stairs (resolved in Jan/22 for
$1,000)
Lower window issue on North Wall of Sanctuary (done in Jan/22 for
$1,150). Some filling and painting to complete.
Upgrade Office/Preschool windows and upper windows and
emergency door in north wall of Sanctuary ($24,000)
Remove fallen trees (?)
Expand Community Garden ($1,000)
Replace parking lot lighting ($1,500) (partner w. Rose Point School)
Purchase new lawnmower (17” battery powered electric?) ($800)
New signage for church ($2,850)
Build proper housing for Emergency Generator ($200)
Find a better way to care for the Memorial Garden ($?)
Sound system upgrade to work with hearing aids [Induction loop;
Bluetooth] ($?)
Insurance Claim Upgrades ($5,000)

Possible Work for 2022

BUILDING COMMITTEE 
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on behalf of the ministry

David Sims & Doug Chivers

Propose a Budget of $37,500 for 2022

Gravel Parking Area:  
Ask Rose Point School to keep this in better shape.

South edge of Property
Kin cleaned out and developed this area. Sadly, the tornado damaged
his work. 

Community Gardens: 
Minimal repairs needed or made.

Church Garden:
The garden provided flowers for mostly on-line services. 

Lawn mowing: 
Mostly done by Heather, using the heavy Honda mower. Not
sustainable.

Tornado:
On Nov. 6, a tornado hit the church and knocked down 5 large trees.
No damage to church! Power was out for 27 hours.

Grounds

 



The first time in 16 months since the closure of churches due to the
pandemic, St Anselm’s back yard was lively and full of excitement on a
sunny breezy Saturday. Our first congregation in a hospitality setting
became a reality. Skepticisms wrapped around our heads on the
planning stage despite the lifting of some of the COVID restrictions and
revised precautions: scarce availability of salmon affected by climate
change, confidence of returning to group gathering, preference to visit
families or mini vacation elsewhere; yet, enthusiasm prevailed. Our
prayers were answered.

Praise was to God the smoky sky, from the wild fire in the interior, was
clear. Familiar voices rang through the forest, exchanged of warm wishes
and the inapt conversation topic- vaccination! Nostalgias ruled the entire
back garden. The success was owned to the planners, buyers, chefs and
volunteers Tim C & Ruth V; dedicated team work made it a delight with
so much fun. Last but not least, we were grateful that none of our
parishioners was sick from the viruses in this pandemic, were able to
enjoy the food with zero food waste and enjoyed each others’ company.
Until next year…. Alleluia.

 
The Wardens & Vicar 
Event Coordinator's
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SALMON BBQ: AUGUST 14, 2021

OUR EVENTS 
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PIE WITH A PURPOSE: 
An event to raise awareness for our outreach ministries, was on

hold in 2021, due to reopening to in person worship restrictions.



This years social was pushed online again because of COVID-19, but that
didn't stop us.

We pivoted immediately to provide online ordering and COVID informed
picked up here at the church.

While we missed the in-person socializing, which this event is known for,
we had 75 orders and many people lingered in the backyard- socially
distanced- to chat and say hello to each other.

We raised $870, with many hands contributing to the baking, packaging
and picking of berries again this year. We thank everyone who was
involved to make it another amazing year!

Vicar & Wardens
Event Coordinators

SWEET STRAWBERRY SOCIAL: 
JUNE 19, 2021

2021 saw a return to in person shopping! It was an amazing event, with
great results, which featured the return of our coveted online catalogue
and pre-shopping.

The catalogue, invented by the Vicar in 2020, was a great way for
people to get an idea of what we had on offer, as well as seeing what
special goodies would be a "day-of-only" sale item too. This generated
huge interest, and many reflected how easy it made things.

This year, we went simple, and focused on baking, poinsettias, and crafts
only- with great results. The Vicar introduced his line of Soy Candles,
under the name "Divine Tartan Candles," as well as tea. We had gift sets,
baking, and more. It was truly amazing.

A special thanks to all our bakers and helpers this year. Bianca, Rosie, Mi
& Kin, Naman & Felix, Jamie & Dean, Heather, Anne & Caroline, Marian,
and Shirin.

We did more than raise $1,903, we built community.

Vicar & Wardens
Event Coordinator's

CHRISTMAS FAIR: 
DECEMBER 4, 2021
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Yes! We bought “a whole farm” so that conservation agriculture can be
supported by giving 5 goats, restoring seed supplies, setting up chicken
farmers, feeding chickens and training dairy farmers in Bangladesh, Cuba,
Colombia, Kenya, Malawi and Zimbabwe. 
We supported St. Jude's Family project in Uganda by buying 100 Moringa tree
seedlings, to restore the environment by providing fruits and shade as well as
restoring the soil health. 
We gave toward supporting the poultry feed production through the
partnership of PWRDF and that National Council of Churches in Kenya, by
giving livelihood for the refugees in the the Kakuma Refugee Camp, the
largest refugee camp in the world.

COVID-19 changed our world by throwing us into fear, isolation and helplessness,
and it was a real challenge as to how we may bring a sense of thanksgiving and
seek help from individuals for the work of PWRDF. Over the years through PWRDF,
our parish had reached out and helped numerous crises and emergency situations
all over the world and helped the development and rebuilding of cities and
villages. It was no exception this year even under the lock downs and protocols.
Yes, we are recreating new and joyful realities all over the world by engaging in
this work. 
The parish had been very diligent and supportive of this outreach ministry, by
donating toward “Pay forward' into Vaccine equity fund. $119,500 was raised by
PWRDF for the vaccination roll out, PPP supply etc. in India and other vulnerable
parts of the globe. $36,000 was raised for relief and recovery work in the flood
ravaged area of British Columbia.

On Nov. 21st, Parish of St. Anselm's celebrated with joy and thanksgiving The
PWRDF Sunday, an annual event, on the Reign Of Christ Sunday. During the
worship service, A Nova Scotia Miner's choir, “Men of Deep” with Anne Murry,
singing “We rise again” was watched by all with an invitation to join in with
printed music sheets. This prepared the scene for the presentation on PWRDF
which was established as a result of the mine disaster in Spring Hill, Nova Scotia
in 1958. The Intercessory prayers focused on the presence of PWRDF in countries
ravaged by natural and man-made disasters, including our province of B.C. We
prayed seeking blessings over all our offerings and to support this humanitarian
work. 

A simple Indian dinner of Veg. Biriyani, cabbage stir-fry, yogurt & cucumber raitha
ending with yummy PWRDF chocolate cake was prepared by Shirin and packed by
Edwin, Thuy, Ruth, Heather & Kin and was made available for pick up after the
service. Thanks for all the help rendered by each one of the team as well as to our
Vicar Alex for advertising and organizing the order format on line. To all who
ordered the food on line, a heartfelt thanks for supporting the work of PWRDF and
for making this fundraising effort a grand success. 
Your generosity makes me so humble for it indeed was 'beyond my asking or
imagining'! That we raised $1, 325.00.

So here is what St. Anselm's was able to choose from the PWRDF's ' World of
Gifts” this year:

St. Anselm's Vestry Report- 2

PRIMATE'S WORLD RELIEF AND
DEVELOPMENT (PWRDF)
SUNDAY: NOVEMBER 21, 2021
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Shirin Theophilus,

Parish Representative for PWRDF

New baby starter kits which includes blankets, baby vests, jumpers, hats and a
set of cloth diapers and 4 ante-natal visits for the moms and babies in
Lesotho.
In Maison Dorcas in the Democratic Republic of Congo, we were able to give
the gift to provide textile kits or basket weaving kits to women recovering
from sexual violence.
We also gave fresh starts to 6 women by providing personal health kits which
includes sanitary pads, soap, tooth brush and tooth paste, underwear, toilet
paper etc. to enhance their recovery from sexual and gender violence and to
restore their dignity and help in recovery.
And finally. we gave toward emergency response fund of PWRDF to ensure
there are funds on hand for urgent humanitarian crisis all over the world.

PWRDF central office in Toronto, by having weekly and then every alternate week,
an hour of prayer & praise to our God's presence and grace, kept all
representatives across Canada unified and vitalized. I give thanks for their
nurturing ministry to us who work in isolation.

The Annual report of PWRDF for 2020-2921 says that 1, 041,860 was allocated to
emergency relief and refugee response and $ 3, 808,267 was spent on
development projects. Through newly formed PWRDF Indigenous Program Advisory
Committee, we are committed to grants to support Indigenous-led programs to
improve community health, address climate action, provide safe water and to
encourage youth engagement in Canada, Peru and Mexico. 
Every dollar counts. So we shall continue to pray knowing that through the work of
PWRDF, 'we shall animate in God's work, changing lives, changing communities
and changing the world.'
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God has given us gifts to steward the ministry of the Gospel in this neighbourhood for
the last 69 years. Part of funding the ministry, is making our own commitment with our
gifts of time, talent, and money to the development of what it is God is calling us to
do here. Together, we are to "go and make disciples of all people, baptizing them in
the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit." Our ministry is one of engagement,
developing relationships with our community, and deepening of faith, for the sake of
God's kingdom.

FUNDING GOD'S VISION FOR
OUR LIFE TOGETHER

2022 MINISTRY 
FINANCE GOALS

Strengthening our Stewardship
Recovering well from COVID-19
Deepening Relationships 
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The way we fund our ministry, is directly correlated to our participation in what God has called us to
do together. The ministry we share is a mutually transformative one, which deepens our relationship
with God and Neighbour, while helping others experience the transformation we experience as well. 

Our parish has been gifted with an abundant endowment, from the sale of our rectory as well as from
our founders and parishioner bequests. These resources carry with them withdrawal restrictions, which
means we cannot use the core amount for current operations, we rely on the interest, which is not
guaranteed. This interest income helps us provide for our ministry today, while providing for the
generations to come. 

BUILDING AND DEEPENING RELATIONSHIPS IS ONE OF THE
HALLMARKS OF OUR COMMUNITY.

2022 FINANCIAL PLANS
FUNDING OUR MINISTRY IN 2022

Restricted Fund Draws
44.6%

Contribution 
38.6%

Building Use
14.4%

Fundraisers
2.5%

Contribution 
41.1%Restricted Fund Draws

39.9%

Building Use 
14.5%

Fundraisers
2.4%

Wage Subsidy/ Pastoral Services
2.2%

2022 Projected

Income

$193,000

2021 Actual

Income

$151,678

OUR INCOME STAYED
RELATIVELY STABLE WHILE
OUR EXPENSES DECREASED
OVERALL DUE TO COVID-19
RELEIF FROM THE DIOCESE
AND CONTINUED
RESTICTIONS ON IN PERSON
WORSHIP.
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The way we live our ministry over these areas is a direct response to the ministry we share in Christ. Our
expenses are spread over these six areas, to help remind us that we do not have a bill to pay here, rather, we
have a ministry. We believe that God is in the details, which means that our Vicar's salary,
diocesan assessment, and other expenses, are part of how we live out our ministry, because they give us the
tools we need to thrive in God's mission in this parish.

Our joy, found in community, brings us into closer proximity with God in our everyday. Together we support
ministries like The West Side Neighbourhood Ministry, PWRDF, Urban Aboriginal Ministries, and the VGH
Chaplaincy. This important work of supporting the call of God to make disciples of all nations relies deeply on
the gifts and abilities of people like you.

OUR FINANCES ARE NOT JUST NUMBERS, THEY ARE PEOPLE. OVER
5,000 HOURS OF VOLUNTEER TIME ENABLES OUR MINISTRY. WHICH

REPRESENTS AN ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT OF $105,000*

Worship
22.9%

Outreach
22.4%

Christian Education
17.2%

Evangelism
16.4%

Pastoral Care
15.2%

Fellowship
6%

Worship
22.3%

Outreach
19.2%

Christian Education
17.8%Evangelism

17.7%

Pastoral Care
17.5%

Fellowship
5.5%

2022 Projected

Expense

$192,934

2021Actual

Expense

$159,950

2022 FINANCIAL PLANS
LIVING OUR MINISTRY IN 2022
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PROJECTED INCOME/EXPENSE FOR 2022 AND
ASSETS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2021
A DEEPER DIVE INTO OUR COMMITMENT TO GOD'S MISSION.

ST. ANSELM'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
Projected Income and Expense Sheet 2022

INCOME 

Contribution
Fundraiser
Building Rentals
Restricted Fund Draws

74,500
4,750

27,750
86,000

Total Income 193,000

Projected Surplus 66

EXPENSES

Payroll/ Diocese
Administration
Building and Grounds
Outreach/ Ministry
Training
Worship

136,437
9,413

27,534
13,200
1,200

4,250

Total Expense 192,934

Permanently Restricted Funds 

As of December 31, 2021

And funds available 
for future use

Temporarily Restricted Funds 

As of December 31, 2021

And funds available 
for future use
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